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SYNOPSIS

A newly invented “dark matter” power
source tears the fabric of space/time, attracting giant,
mutant creatures to Earth. The team who built the deadly
device now must fight through a crumbling city and reverse the flow of energy before the beasts destroy humanity.

ABOUT “Kaiju Fury!” transports you to ground zero of a

Godzilla-style monster battle. Ian Hunter, award-winning
writer, director & VFX Supervisor on The Dark Knight,
Inception, and Interstellar, collaborated with
Jaunt and the world-renowned character creators at Stan
Winston School of Character Arts to create this epic Virtual Reality homage to classic Kaiju films.

IAN HUNTER has established himself as a visionary
storyteller in the field of motion picture visual effects and
production, winning numerous awards for his work in
both features and commercials.
Bringing his unique style and creative vision to each of
his projects, Hunter has won several VES Awards for his
work including sequences in THE DARK KNIGHT and
INCEPTION. He was recently a visual effect supervisor
on the film INTERSTELLAR.
Hunter’s directorial debut was the award-winning horror short “Allure”, Two national Subway commercials
followed. Hunter is also a member of the Visual Effects
Society & the Academy of Motion Pictures Arts and Sciences and a Co-Founder of New Deal Studios. Ever the
creator, Ian deftly parlays his experience in visual effects
and film design into the cutting edge virtual reality world.

NEW DEAL STUDIOS is a 21st Century Creative

Studio known for creating Visual Effects for such
films as the Dark Knight Series, Hugo, The
Avengers, Shutter Island, Inception,
and the current hit film Interstellar.
New Deal Studios has evolved over the past 20
years, expanding beyond visual effects into a
streamlined content house with in-house writer/directors and producers to create narrative content
including feature films, episodics, and cinematic
virtual reality experiences.

JAUNT is the leading developer of hardware and
software that captures the real world in cinematic
VR — incredibly immersive 360 degree, stereoscopic 3-D with an interactive sound field.

The company’s investors include Highland Capital Partners, Google Ventures, Redpoint Ventures,
Peter Gotcher, Blake Krikorian, and British Sky
Broadcasting.
Experience more at www.jauntvr.com, including
feature films, episodics, and immersive media.

Stan Winston School of Character Arts is an
educational media company dedicated to teaching
the art and science of character creation.

SWSCA partners with the majority of Hollywood’s
top effects artists and studios to develop, produce,
and distribute ultra-high quality online Creature FX
video tutorials teaching the innovative techniques
and processes used to create cinema’s most memorable characters.
The Monster suits were created by the Stan Winston School of Character Arts students under the
supervision of Bill Bryan and Ted Haines, two of
Hollywood’s most respected creature fabricators.

Susie Abromeit

is a woman of many talents. At 16, she
earned a ranking of no. 6 in the USA for Tennis before transitioning to music and acting. Her songs have been on the soundtracks
to MTV’s “Taking the stage” and the movie KNOW THY ENEMY.
She had a recurring role on “One Tree Hill” & “As the World Turns”,
guest starring on the Spy Drama “Burn Notice” and starred in the
films CROSS, 16-LOVE, and Syfy’s MOTHMAN and MYSTERIOUS ISLAND.

BILL LIPPINCOTT

started in improv, including seven years
mainstage with Improv Olympic West. He’s worked in numerous
commercials, stage plays, web series, soap operas and over 40
films, most recently the indie drama ASHLEY starring Michael Madsen, where he plays a very twisted father of a troubled teen. When
not acting he does some editing and producing and is currently in
post on the documentary JACK OF HEARTS and in pre-production
on the dramatic short “Flight Plan.”

DANIEl MARIN Along with being an accomplished film, television and commercial actor, Marin also played professional soccer
in Brazil and is an award winning magician. Marin had appearances in “Trophy Wife,” the Comedy Central pilot “#Losers” and is the
official voice of Burger King in Spanish. He will be next seen as the
leading role in acclaimed Costa Rican director, Esteban Ramirez’s
PRESOS (Prisoners).

“As a director, 360º VR gives you the chance to stretch as an artist and create a
fully realized world. Instead of crafting a narrative by looking in, you have to forge
the experience by seeing out. It’s a very exciting journey: mixing spectacle and
story while trailblazing a new medium.”

Ian Hunter - Writer & Director

“Kaiju Fury! combines practical creature effects with the world’s most innovative
360º camera system in a way that celebrates both tradition and innovation. We’re
so proud of the Stan Winston School students and teachers who brought their talents and dedication to this groundbreaking project. Real monsters will never die! ”
Erich Grey Litoff - Producer, Stan Winston School

“Unlike traditional shoots, where the 4th wall is filled with crew and equipment, in “Kaiju Fury!” it was just the actors at work in a 360º environment. This
“unusual” set really helped all of our performances, since we were literally immersed in a different world. I think this project will revolutionize filmmaking.”

Daniel Marin - Actor

A Story of Collaboration

“Kaiju Fury” first began as The Kaiju Project,” for which Stan Winston School
& Adobe Photoshop students designed, built and photographed two Godzillastyle monster suits. Then Ian Hunter & New Deal Studios joined with their creative knowhow. Add Jaunt & their amazing camera and an immersive monster
experience was born!

A Young Monster Maker

The Kaijus were designed by Stan Winston School students Mark Andrew
Schneider (Subject Zero) and Michael Eppinette (Subject X) as part of a contest co-sponsored by Adobe Photoshop for the AdobeMax conference. Eppinette was only 17 when he submitted his entry.

A City Built in Weeks

The Miniature City destroyed by the Kaiju monsters was built by a mainly student crew over three weeks as of part of a Stan Winston School of Character
Arts lesson.

Stay Puft To Kaijus

One of the lead monster suit fabricators was Bill Bryan, who is best known as
the suit-maker and performer of the Stay Puft Marshmallow Man from GHOSTBUSTERS.

Directing 360°

In order to see the action during the 360° filming, Director Ian Hunter would
wear a black ski mask over his head and peer through a crack between buildings.

Master Of Pyrotechnics

The Pyrotechnic Supervisor on KAIJU FURY! was legendary Special Effects
master Richard O. Helmer, who oversaw the iconic Napalm blast in APOCALYPSE NOW.

Download the Trailer for Andriod
http://www.jauntvr.com/content/

Download our Press Images

https://newdealstudios.box.com/s/d3bfex2zczgx17sj04ol

Watch the Expand 2014: Jaunt VR Cinema Interview with Scott Broock
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rl1J5Whrl3k&feature=youtu.be

Watch Bloomberg TV Segment on Cinematic VR
http://www.kaijufuryvr.com/press/
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